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Technical Information - TI97/3
From: Product Division
To: Holders of Early Warning Announcements
Subject: Follow-up on minor changes in the construction  

of reciprocating compressors

1. New type of piston rings

2. Reinforced oil filter

3. Reinforced suction filter bag

4. Pressure gauge for other refrigerants

In the course of 1996 we have successfully carried out some minor changes on our
reciprocating compressors. These changes are described below.

Re 1: New type of piston ring
Piston rings:

Concurrently with the depletion of our stock
of the piston rings used so far for CMO/
TCMO and SMC/TSMC 100 we have star-
ted using a new type of piston rings with a
chromium coating on its slide surface.

The chromium coated piston rings have a
considerably greater wear resistance and
consequently a longer life than the former
phosphated piston rings. The chromium
coated piston rings have the same part no.
as the former ones and they can therefore
be used together at random.

chromium coating

From now on SABROE is only going to stock this new type of piston ring.
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As may be seen from the following table, the piston rings for CMO/TCMO, HPO and
SMC/TSMC 100, HPC have no ”TOP” marking. Consequently, they can be turned in
whatever direction you may choose. 
For the SMC/TSMC 180 the piston rings are all ”TOP” marked.

Piston ring for Part no Coating Label

CMO/TCMO 3125-129 w/chromium none

SMC/TSMC 100 3125-130 w/chromium none

SMC/TSMC 180 3125-128 no chromium TOP mark

 

Oil scraper rings:

The scraper rings have not been changed but we would like to point out that with
regard to CMO/TCMO and SMC/TSMC 100 they are ”TOP”marked and must there-
fore, during mounting, be positioned so that this mark faces the piston top.

 Oil scraper
    ring for Part no Coating Label

CMO/TCMO 3125-124 no chromium TOP mark

SMC/TSMC 100 3125-065 no chromium TOP mark

SMC/TSMC 180 3125-077 no chromium none

 

TOP mark

Re 2: Reinforced oil filter

On HPC and HPO heat pump compressors we have from time to time observed that
the oil filter collapses when the pressure in the crankcase is rather high compared to
the suction pressure of the oil pump.

That is why we have gradually introduced new and stronger oil filters while at the sa-
me time depleting our stock of the former ones.

The new filters have received new part nos but they fully replace the filter used so
far. However, you can naturally still use up your stock of ”old” filters in other compres-
sors. The changes made in these new filters are not visible to the eye except for the
new part no. which is stamped into the surface.

New oil filter Former oil filters
Oil filter for Part no Part no

CMO/TCMO, HPO 1517-124 1517-038

SMC/TSMC 100, 
HPC 1517-125 1517-082
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Re 3: Suction filter bag
The former filter bags, made of pure wool, have now been replaced by a new filter
bag made of a refrigerant resistant synthetic material and with very strong seams.
This eliminates the problem of ruined filter bags during operation.

The new filter bags have the same stock no. as the former ones and have been intro-
duced successively with the depletion of our ”old” stock. They have the same white
colour as the old ones but their texture feels somewhat harder. Filtering capacity re-
mains unchanged.

Re 4: Pressure gauges for other refrigerants
In connection with the expansion of the operating area of our reciprocating compres-
sors to further include refrigerants R134a and R404A we have increased the number
of pressure gauge models in order that they may also include the refrigerants just
mentioned.

This means that today we are able to deliver the following pressure gauges from
stock:

CMO / TCMO / HPO SMC / TSMC 100 / HPC 
SMC / TSMC 180

Suction and oil pressure gauge Part no.

R12/R22 bar and °C 1541-251

R502 bar and °C 1541-365

R717 bar and °C 1541-109

R134a/R404A bar and °C 1541-071

Discharge pressure gauge

R12/R22 bar and °C HP 1541-191

R12/R22 bar and °C IP - HP 1541-278

R502 bar and °C HP 1541-364

R502 bar and °C IP - HP 1541-366

R717 bar and °C HP 1541-050

R717 bar and °C  IP - HP 1541-103

R134a/R404A bar and °C HP 1541-072

R134a/R404A bar and °C IP - HP 1541-073

Suction and oil pressure gauge Part no.

R717 1541-108

R12, R22 and R502 1541-232

R22, R134a and R404A 1541-074

SMC:
Discharge pressure gauge

R717 1541-029

R12, R22 and R502 1541-160

R22, R134a and R404A 1541-075

TSMC:
Discharge pressure gauge

R717 1541-101

R12, R22 and R502 1541-161

R22, R134a and R404A 1541-076

Regards
Carl-Eric Jeding

Manager, D&T


